Artists of the Community of Jesus

Contributions to the Church of the Transfiguration

Sister Huai-Kuang Miao
—Design of the cycle for monastic vows
for the Cloister: limestone column
capitals and corner pillars

Susan Kanaga
—Design of the creation cycle for the
Atrium: limestone lintel and column
capitals

Christopher Kanaga
—Design of the New Creation depiction
for the sanctuary floor and stairs, and
design of the Paschal candle stand:
mosaic

Soren Spatzeck-Olsen
—Design of the New Creation depiction
for the sanctuary floor and stairs:
mosaic
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Sister Martina Albro
—Design of the Sanctoral Cycle for
the Cloister: bas-relief sculpture in
cypress panels

SISTER Joy Hall
—Carving of the Sanctoral Cycle for
the Cloister: bas-relief sculpture in
cypress panels

Fresco Guild
—Assisting Maestro Silvestro Pistolesi in installing the cycle of frescoes from
the life of Jesus, Old and New Testaments
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